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ABOUT
HARMFUL
SEXUAL
BEHAVIOUR
The term harmful sexual behaviour (HSB) can been described using a wide
range of terms. For the purpose of this toolkit, HSB is defined as ‘Sexual
behaviours expressed by children and young people under the age of 18
years old that are developmentally inappropriate, may be harmful towards
self or others, or be abusive towards another child, young person or adult.’i
HSB has also been defined as the behaviour of children and young people
who engage in any form of sexual activity with another individual who they
have power over by virtue of age, emotional maturity, gender, physical
strength, intellect and if the victim in this relationship has suffered a betrayal
of trust.ii However, this definition is considered to be more appropriate
for abusive HSB, and not problematic HSB (see Problematic and Abusive
Behaviour on Page 6 for more information).
HSB ranges from very serious abuse to behaviours perceived to be more
mainstream such as ‘sexting’ or posting indecent images online. While this
often may not be seen as particularly harmful, it can cause significant risks
for children and young people affected by it. Such risks can include the image
ending up in the possession of an adult seeking to groom children, or to the
whole of the child’s school. In addition to this, it is illegal. A child or young
person caught sharing or posting an indecent image of another child could
potentially face criminal sanctions and/or a criminal record. However, where
appropriate, safeguarding and education approaches should be taken, and
criminalising young people would not be the preferred approach.
HSB that includes using some form of technology has recently been described
as technology-assisted harmful sexual behaviour (TA-HSB) by the NSPCC,
who define it as: ‘One or more children engaging in sexual discussions or acts
– using the internet and/or any image-creating/sharing or communication
device – which is considered inappropriate and/or harmful given their age or
stage of development. This behaviour falls on a continuum of severity from the
use of pornography to online child sexual abuse.’ iii
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These findings are currently being used by the NSPCC and the AIM project
to develop a training package for professionals working with children who
present TA-HSB. You can visit the NSPCC website to keep up to date with
the progress of this package.
Examples of HSB, ranging from inappropriate to abusive, include:
	
Using sexually explicit words and phrases deemed inappropriate for age
group (see Brook’s traffic light tool) eg a pre-school child talking about
sex acts.
	
Inappropriate contact (touching, masturbation, penetration) eg a 12 year
old masturbating in public.

ABOUT HARMFUL SEXUAL BEHAVIOUR

In a recent study, nearly half (46%) of children and young people currently
accessing NSPCC’s HSB service Turn the Page presented with some form of
TA-HSB.iv Additionally, within the boys and young men sample, the possession,
making and/or distribution of indecent images of children and young people
(including sexting) were the most common form of TA-HSB.

Using sexual violence or threats.
Full penetrative sex with other children or adults (NSPCC).
	
Non contact behaviours such as grooming, exhibitionism, voyeurism,
sexting, or recording images of sexual acts via phone or social media
applications (NOTA). This includes the possession, making and/or
distribution of indecent images of children and young people .
	
Sexual interests in adults or children with very different ages to their
own (NSPCC).
	
Inappropriate use of pornography (eg children under 13 accessing
pornography and exposing other children and young people to pornography
(NSPCC).
For further reading on HSB guidelines, depending on the age of a child or
young person, see Brook: Traffic Light Tool in the Resources section.
Sexual behaviour can also be considered harmful if there is an age gap
between the children, particularly if they are at different development stages,
or there is an age gap of two years or more.v However, it is important to
note that a younger child can abuse an older child, particularly if there is an
imbalance of power.vi
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GROUP HSB
‘A group is defined as two or more people, who act together, and/or in front
of one another, and/or with a common and shared purpose, in the
commissioning of some form of HSB.’viii

ABOUT HARMFUL SEXUAL BEHAVIOUR

It is important to note that the terms ‘sexually abusive behaviour’ and ‘juvenile
sexual offenders’ have previously been used to describe children who have
displayed the behaviour for HSB listed above. However, using words such as
‘abusive’ is labelling that child as an abuser, which assumes that they are
aware and understand that their actions are wrong. Equally, ‘offender’ is
referring to the small number of children that are convicted by the criminal
justice system for displaying HSB, and doesn’t include children under the age
of 10.vii HSB is the preferred and widely accepted expression as it prevents
the labelling of the children and young people and the potential stigma
associated.

Studies suggest that children and young people who display HSB within a
group setting are more likely to be involved in once-only incidents.ix
The importance of peer influence, group pressure and group dynamics are
found to be the most consistent motivations for group HSB across literature.x
It is suggested that group HSB offences tend to be motivated by status, group
bonding, entertainment and humiliation of the victim and have less to do with
a sexual element.xi
While group pressure may be a stand out motivation for group HSB, it is
important to note that in some cases, children and young people may be
forced or threatened to be involved with the group offending.xii
As children and young people leave adolescence, they tend to move
from group HSB towards individual offending, or the offending behaviour
reduces.xiii Further research reports that children and young people taking
part in group HSB towards peers peaks during adolescence, and then declines
once in adulthood.xiv
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When noticing a child or young person’s potential HSB, it is helpful to
distinguish between what is problematic behaviour and what is abusive.
Problematic and abusive behaviours are both inappropriate and may cause
developmental damage. Therefore, it is useful to have an umbrella term
such as HSB, which has now been widely adopted.xv
Characteristics of problematic behaviours include:
Developmentally or socially unexpected behaviours.
	
Behaviours involving sexual body parts that are developmentally
inappropriate
or are potentially harmful to themselves or other children.
	
Ranges from problematic self-stimulation and nonintrusive behaviours, to
more explicit behaviours and sexual interactions with other children.

ABOUT HARMFUL SEXUAL BEHAVIOUR

PROBLEMATIC AND ABUSIVE BEHAVIOUR

	
May be described as ‘sexually reactive’ when behaviour is trauma-related,
originating from child sexual abuse.
	
Sexually reactive and sexually problematic behaviours are more commonly
presented in pre-adolescent children.
Characteristics of abusive behaviours include:
An element of coercion or manipulation.
	
A power balance, which means the victim cannot give consent. This may be
due to age, intellectual ability, race or physical strength.xvi
Behaviour that has the potential to cause physical or emotional harm.
Behaviour that may or may not result in a criminal conviction/prosecution.
	
Abuse behaviours are more widely associated with children over the age
of criminal responsibility (10 years old).
	
For a more in-depth range of sexual behaviour presented by children and
young people, ranging from normal to violent, please see Hackett’s
continuummodel in the Resources section.
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Within the UK, it is thought that over a third of child sexual abuse is
committed by children and young people under the age of 18.xvii Furthermore,
on each school day there is an average of 10 sexual offences on school
premises reported to the police in England and Wales – 29% of these cases are
identified as being perpetrated by another student.xviii
The scope of referrals of children and young people displaying HSB to
specialist HSB services across the UK is difficult to capture because of the
lack of comparable services and accessible recording systems. However, a
2013 review of service provision across the UK indicated that males, and older
children and young people, formed the majority of those being offered
HSB services.xix
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VULNERABILITIES
AND INDICATORS
There are a range of factors that can increase the vulnerability of a child or
young person displaying HSB. These should always be taken into consideration
by professionals, and include:
	
A history of multiple abuse and victimisation. Child welfare agencies are
often aware of the children before HSB emerges.xx
	
Learning difficulties are common among children who present HSB.
Therefore, specialist support is needed that addresses both their behaviour
and their individual learning conditions.xxi
	
Younger children who present HSB have a greater likelihood of having been
sexually abused themselves, re-enacting the abuse that they have
experienced.xxii
A study found within a sample of children referred to the National Clinical
Assessment and Treatment Service (NCATS) for HSB, 61% of the sample had
suffered from child sexual abuse by a family member, and 8% by a stranger.xxiii
These children require appropriate interventions that respond to them
being a victim, as well addressing their HSB.
	
The onset of puberty appears to be the peak time for children to engage
in HSB. Most children who present with HSB are male, although evidence
suggests that there is a small but growing number of females presenting
with HSB.xxiv
	
Many children who engage in HSB present similar personal and behavioural
characteristics with other children who have a wide range of difficulties. It is
important to address these complex sets of issues in addition to HSB
presented
by the child.xxv
	
A history of sexual abuse and neglect seen in girls.xxvi
	
Low self-esteem, which is often reported in girls displaying HSB, both alone
and in a group setting.xxvii
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Studies have found some key differences and characteristics among children
and young people who display HSB in a group setting, which include:
	
Children and young people who display HSB in a group setting are less
likely to have a history of sexual abuse than those engaging in HSB alone,xxviii
they may have experienced neglect and physical abuse.xxix
	
Low self-esteem is reported in girls engaging in HSB, both alone and in
a group setting.xxx
	
A range of family experiences, eg parental separation, parents with substance
abuse issues and poor relationships with their parents.xxxi
	
Low levels of education and an IQ below average may be present in children
and young people engaging in group HSB.xxxii

VULNERABILITIES AND INDICATORS

GROUP HSB

	
Children and young people who present group HSB have a range of
individual characteristics and situational contexts which differ
between them.xxxiii
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BARRIERS TO
ENGAGEMENT
For children and young people who present with HSB, there are a number of
factors that act as barriers to successful engagement with interventions and
services. These include:
	
A lack of awareness among young people, families, carers and professionals.
	
HSB is often not recognised, being minimised or identified as something else,
eg ‘boys being boys’.
	
Lack of understanding about the underlying risks, and not reporting or
investigating HSB under the assumption it isn’t serious enough.
	
Assuming sexual behaviour between two children is consensual, meaning
issues may go unreported and information is not shared between agencies.
	
Seeing the child as a predator rather than a vulnerable child.xxxiv
	
Professionals have previously reported difficulties in developing a positive
trusting relationship, and balancing the needs and safety of the child,
with HSB.xxxv
	
Working with children with HSB has been shown to have a noticeable
emotional impact on many of those professionals carrying the work out,
including feelings of anxiety, worry and upset.xxxvi
	
Lack of training: a study demonstrated that only 35% of 500 practitioners
and carers across six participating local authority areas had accessed training
around HSB in the previous three years.xxxvii This figure was even lower for
those working within health and education. Furthermore, only a small minority
of professionals knew about a specialist service in their area. These results
demonstrate the need to increase training and development opportunities
available for those professionals who work with children and young people
across multi-agency settings.
	
Lack of specialist and/or therapeutic services available for children presenting
with HSB. Referring back to Clements et al. – a 2017 study, where a small
minority of professionals knew about a specialist service in their area.
	
For those specialist services available for children with HSB, 24% of
professionals stated that the threshold for these services were set too high.xxxviii
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xxxix

	
General difficulties to get children and young people to engage in services.xl
	
Confusion to which agency is building a response to the HSB (particularly
with group offending).xli
	
Currently, there are no existing interventions that respond to group HSB.xlii
Similarly, HSB is not always recognised as a potential indicator of abuse due to
the following factors:
	
The professional’s lack of understanding, or underestimating the seriousness
of HSB, which can prohibit them making appropriate referrals and follow ups.

BARRIERS TO ENGAGEMENT

	
A lack of understanding of the children and young people being worked with.

	
A failure to look at patterns and reasons for a child or young person’s
behaviour,
and instead focusing on the individual incidents of HSB.
	
When HSB is investigated as a criminal offence rather than a safeguarding
concern, the child or young person is not always given suitable support
and protection.xliii
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The following list includes a range of practical tips and recommendations
for professionals when working with children and young people who present
with HSB:
	
Safeguarding interventions should always be prioritised. Children and young
people presenting with, and subject to, HSB should both be referred
to children’s services for multi-agency assessment and response, and
appropriate safeguarding measures should be drawn up.
	
Accurate and detailed records should be kept on all HSB incidents. This
will allow professionals to get an overview of what is happening now and in
the future.
	
The reasons behind the child’s behaviour should be identified, and appropriate
action taken.
	
Aim to take a trauma-informed approach, rather than prioritising criminal
justice processes.
	
Adopt a child-centred approach, focusing on their needs, strengths and
the risks that they are exposed to.
	
Aim to build trust with the young person, avoiding blame or judgement.
	
Education and support are key to preventing further incidence of HSB. Where
local services are not available, consider having a trusted adult in the child’s
network take a lead role in providing support and education, possibly using
resources listed later in this document.
	
If safe to do so, parents should be involved in the child’s HSB interventions and
should have access to resources to allow them to better support their child.
	
In addition to HSB, professionals should consider and be aware of potential
TA-HSB.
	
Organisations should develop specific procedures for responding to HSB, and
allow staff to have access to appropriate training and resources.
	
Children’s services should be made aware of any HSB early on, so that support
can be provided and any risks to other children can be identified.
	
A multi-agency response should be taken to better support children – where
information is shared between agencies so organisations/professionals can
get a full overview of the child’s situation.xliv
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If you are concerned about someone else’s behaviour – whether that is a child,
an adult, or yourself – please visit or call Stop it Now! This is a child sexual abuse
prevention project that works across the country to ensure parents, carers and
professionals are as best placed as they can be to protect children from sexual
abuse and exploitation. The Stop it Now! helpline provides confidential advice
to anyone worried about their own or other’s thoughts or behaviour towards
children. Emails received at this address are anonymised to preserve
confidentiality.
Please visit the Stop it Now! website for more information or call the helpline on
0808 100 0900.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Keep in mind that children and young people are the ones who are most likely
to start feeling ‘different’ and alarmed about their sexual attraction, and it is at
this point that they would benefit from sensitive and caring interventions. Such
interventions will not only minimise the risk to other children and young people,
but also reduce the distress of the child or young person presenting HSB, and
will provide a better view for his/her well-being in the future, and their capability
to manage their sexual attraction/behaviour throughout their lifetime.xlv
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LANGUAGE
What could be defined as HSB in children and young people today could have
often been previously described as ‘sexual experiences’, ‘boys being boys’ or
‘experimentation’. To reduce the amount of denial which is often found in crimes
relating to children displaying HSB, an appropriate label needs to be given.
Harmful sexual behaviour, or HSB, are the preferred and widely accepted
expressions as they prevent the labelling of the child and the potential stigma
associated.
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SERVICES
Given the scale and impact of HSB, it is concerning that there is a lack of
consistently available services, interventions or resources designed to support
children and young people, and prevent escalation of HSB. There are however
valuable services in some areas, offering a range of support, interventions and
resources. Whilst we do not specifically endorse any particular individual services,
interventions or resources, we have aimed to highlight the services available
nationally and locally. For any further information and evaluation of services, we
would suggest contacting the organisation or service directly.

NAME

AREA

AGE
RANGE

WEBSITE

CONTACT

Lucy Faithfull
Foundation

National

12+

lucyfaithfull.org.uk/

0808 1000 900

lucyfaithfull.org.
uk/inform-youngpeople-for-youngpeople-who-havegot-in-trouble-online.
htm

help@stopitnow.
org.uk

nspcc.org.uk/
services-andresources/servicesfor-children-andfamilies/ncats/

020 3772 9905

nspcc.org.uk/
services-andresources/servicesfor-childrenand-families/
turn-the-page/

02820 441650
(Belfast)

Inform Young

NCATS
(NSPCC)

Based in North
London but
available across
UK

Up to 21

NSPCC’s
Turn the Page

Belfast

5–17

Cardiff
Carlisle
Coventry
Craigavon
Grimsby
Leeds/Bradford
Newcastle upon
Tyne
Peterborough
Plymouth
Stoke on Trent

or
01372 847160
contact@lucy
faithfull.org.uk

NCATS@nspcc.
org.uk

02920 108080
(Cardiff)
01228 521829
(Carlisle)
02476 222456
(Coventry)
02820 441690
(Craigavon)
01492 803500
(Grimsby)
01274 381440
(Leeds)

Warrington
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AREA

AGE
RANGE

WEBSITE

5–17

NSPCC’s Turn
the Page cont.

CONTACT
01912 275300
(Newcastle upon
Tyne)

SERVICES

NAME

01733 207620
(Peterborough)
01752 422577
(Plymouth)
01782 958100
(Stoke)
01925 873000
(Warrington
Barnardo’s
Taith Service

South Wales
policing areas
and nine London
boroughs

5–21

barnardos.org.uk/
taith

01656 749235

Barnardo’s
The Junction

South Yorkshire

7–17

barnardos.org.uk/
reachout-cse/reachout-rotherhamsouth-yorkshirechildrens

01709 377 157

Barnardo’s
U-Turn

Portsmouth and
Southampton

barnardos.org.uk/uturn-how-we-canhelp

01489 796684

Barnardo’s
Chilston
Service

Tunbridge Wells

barnardos.org.uk/
chilston

01892 511468

Barnardo’s
Bridgeway
Project

Middlesbrough

barnardos.org.
uk/bridgewayyoung-carersmiddlesbrough/
service-view.
htm?id=218152746

01642 300774

MsUnderstood

Buckinghamshire

Peer on peer
abuse

Sheffield

msunderstood.org.
uk/what-we-do/
peer-on-peer-abuselocal-area-supportproject.html

info@
msunderstood.
org.uk

London:
(Haringey,
Hackney,
Islington,
Camden, Barnet,
Enfield, Croydon,
Lambeth and
Greenwich)

0–18
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erham@
barnardos.org.uk

chilston@
barnardos.org.uk
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AREA

MST-PSB

Cambridge and
surrounding
Areas

AGE
RANGE

WEBSITE

CONTACT

10–17

mstpsb.com

Sarah.Reeves@
cambridgeshire.
gov.uk (Manager)

SERVICES

NAME

munschy@
mstpsb.com
Dr. Richard
Munschy
Kent HSB
Programme

Kent County

Together Trust

North West
England but
accept referrals
from all over UK

0–18

corechildrens
services.co.uk/
project/
kent-hsbprogramme/

0800 622 6114

togethertrust.org.
uk/what-we-do/
residential-care/
harmful-sexualbehaviour-hsbplacements

01612 834871
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RESOURCES
TITLE
AND YEAR

LINK/
FOUND ON

RESOURCE
TYPE

NICE

Harmful Sexual
Behaviour Among
Children and Young
People (2016)

nice.org.uk/guidance/ng55/
resources/harmful-sexualbehaviour-among-childrenand-young-peoplepdf-1837514975173

Guideline

NSPCC – Simon
Hackett, Dez
Holmes and Pat
Branigan

Harmful Sexual
Behaviour
Framework (2016)

nspcc.org.uk/servicesand-resources/researchand-resources/2016/
harmful-sexual-behaviourframework/

Framework

Barnardo’s

Now I Know It Was
Wrong (2016)

barnardos.org.uk/now_i_
know_it_was_wrong.pdf

Report

Eliana Gil, Jennifer
Shaw

Working with
Children with Sexual
Behaviour Problems
(2013)

Google Books

Book

Brook

Sexual Behaviours
Traffic Light Tool
(2012)

brook.org.uk/our-work/thesexual-behaviours-trafficlight-tool

Guideline

AIM Project

Aim Project – List of
Training Available

aimproject.org.uk/?page_
id=141

Training

Stop it Now! - Lucy
Faithfull Foundation

Child’s Play?
Preventing Abuse
Among Children and
Young People

stopitnow.org.uk/files/
stop_booklets_childs_
play_preventing_abuse_
among_children_and_
young_people01_14.pdf

Leaflet

ORGANISATION

Welsh: stopitnow.org.uk/
files/welsh%20blue.pdf
Parents Protect!
– Lucy Faithfull
Foundation

Helping You
Understand the
Sexual Development
of Children Under the
Age of Five

stopitnow.org.uk/files/
traffic_light_helping_you_
understand_the_sexual_
development_of_children_
under_5.pdf

Leaflet

Welsh: stopitnow.org.uk/
files/traffic_light_helping_
you_understand_the_
sexual_development_of_
children_under_5_welsh.
pdf
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Parents Protect!
– Lucy Faithfull
Foundation

TITLE
AND YEAR

LINK/
FOUND ON

RESOURCE
TYPE

Helping You
Understand the
Sexual Development
of Children aged 5–11

stopitnow.org.uk/files/
traffic_light_helping_
you_understand_the_
sexual_development_of_
children_5-11.pdf

Leaflet

RESOURCES

ORGANISATION

Welsh: stopitnow.org.uk/
files/traffic_light_helping_
you_understand_the_
sexual_development_of_
children_5-11_welsh.pdf
Barnardo’s

Now I Know It Was
Wrong (2016)

barnardos.org.uk/now_i_
know_it_was_wrong.pdf

Report

Barnardo’s

Offside

jonnymatthew.com/wpcontent/uploads/2013/06/
Offside-order-form.pdf

DVD and
workbook

Barnardo’s

Your Choice

barnardos.org.uk/your_
choice_order_form.pdf

DVD and
workbook

Eliana Gil, Jennifer
Shaw

Working with
Children with Sexual
Behaviour Problems
(2013)

Google Books

Book

Robert Prentky,
Ph.D. Sue
Righthand, Ph.D.

Juvenile Sex
Offender Assessment

csom.org/pubs/JSOAP.pdf

Assessment
Manual

James R. Worling,
Ph.D., & Tracey
Curwen, M.A.

The ERASOR:
Estimate of Risk of
Adolescent Sexual
Offense Recidivism

djj.ky.gov/800%20
Policy%20Manual/
ERASOR%202.0.pdf

Assessment

nctsn.org/content/childsexual-behavior-inventory
***

Manual

Protocol-II (J-SOAPII) (2003)

Version 2.0 (2001)
Friedrich, W.N.

Child Sexual
Behaviour Inventory:
Professional Manual
(1997)
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RESEARCH
Young people with harmful sexual behaviours – Simon Hackett, M. Murphy &
K. Ross (2017)
Children & Young People who engage in technology-assisted harmful
sexual behaviour (2017) – Vicki Hollis & Emma Belton - NSPCC (2017)
The profile of the children and young people accessing an NSPCC service
for harmful sexual behaviour (summary report) – Vicki Hollis - NSPCC (2017)
Harmful sexual behaviour: learning from case reviews. Summary of
risk factors and learning for improved practice around harmful sexual
behaviour – NSPCC (2017)
Workforce perspective on harmful sexual behaviour: Findings from the
Local Authorities Research Consortium 7 – Keith Clements, Dez Holmes,
Bekah Ryder & Ed Mortimer (2017)
The individual and contextual characteristics of young people who sexually
harm in groups – Carlene Firmin & Jenny Lloyd (2017)
Sibling sexual abuse: why don’t we talk about it? – Peter Yates (2017)
Holding the Child (and Practitioner) in Mind? Youth Justice Practitioners’
Experiences Supervising Young People Displaying Sexually Harmful
Behaviour – Andrew Myles-Wright & Claire Nee (2017)
Developing the multi-agency sexual exploitation (MASE) meetings to
respond to peer-on-peer CSE – George Curtis (2016)
Treating Sexually Harmful Teenage Males: A Summary of Longitudinal
Research Findings on the Effectiveness of a Therapeutic Community –
Gwyneth Boswell, Peter Wedge, Annie Moseley, Jane Dominey, Fiona Poland
(2016)
Young people, peer-to-peer grooming and sexual offending. Understanding
and responding to harmful sexual behaviour within a social media society –
Libby Ashurst & Anne-Marie McAlinden (2015)
Responses to boys and young men affected by peer-on-peer abuse – work
across MsUnderstood local sites – Carlene Firmin, George Curtis & Jade K. Tate
(2015)
Peer-on-peer abuse and exploitation. The role youth offending services in
building a local response – Carlene Firmin & George Curtis (2015)
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Individual, Family and Abuse Characteristics of 700 British Child and
Adolescent Sexual Abusers – Simon Hackett, Josie Phillips, Helen Masson,
Myles Balfe (2013)

RESEARCH

Practice and policy in the UK with children and young people who display
harmful sexual behaviours: an analysis and critical review – Connie Smith,
Stuart Allardyce, Simon Hackett, Caroline Bradbury-Jones, Anne Lazenbatt &
Julie Taylor (2014)

Children and Young People With Harmful Sexual Behaviour – Simon Hackett
(2011)
Contemporary Practice with Young People who Sexually Abuse. Evidencebased developments – Ian Paylor (2011)
Juveniles Who Commit Sex Offences Against Minors – David Finkelhor,
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